Art is Power Music is Power (AiPMiP) October 8th Event Hosted by Izzy Church Features Universal Rebel and Sky White Tiger

Izzy Church’s October 8th AiPMiP is set for 7pm at Le Souk Harem NYC and is not to be missed

NEW YORK, NY, September 29, 2014 /24-7PressRelease/ -- Art is Power Music is Power October 8th, 7pm at Le Souk Harem, 510 LaGuardia Place, near corner of W. Houston and W. Broadway. Free to attend suggest donation of $10. Musicians for the evening: Universal Rebel, Sky White Tiger, Unice, NME and DJ Benwa Rebel. A video of the animation Suffer Club and artist NME will be shown. Artist Derti will paint his latest piece live.

New York actress, writer, and singer/songwriter Izzy Church continues her “Art is Power Music is Power” event series (AiPMiP) to support Artists and Musicians and drive charitable contributions to Ronald McDonald House New York. October’s AiPMiP showcases new emerging talent and projects like “Suffer Club”.

Quote - “The Art is Power Music is Power event series has been amazing and I want to thank all the artists and musicians involved. We continue to support the Ronald McDonald House New York, promote artists and share my show ‘Suffer Club’.”
--Izzy Church

Sponsors: 3rd Culture Creative, IChurch, Square Monkey Publishing, Bodhi Design Wear, GammaState PR, Silent Money Management, Vodkila, Red Giant Media Group, E-POP, Fine & Raw Chocolate, Chill Shot, whisk.me, and DirectIQ (email marketing).

About Izzy Church
Izzy Church is a Manhattan based actress, writer, artist, singer/songwriter hailing from Sacramento, CA. Through her media development company 3rd Culture Creative, Izzy is spearheading multiple projects in film, television, literature, and music, including "Suffer Club" and a rock-and-roll sci-fi dramedy "Eve & the Bigger Apple". Her first novel, "Angry Movie Guy", is in development. Her EP, now on iTunes, infuses rock with pop-punk and hip-hop.

Official website: www.3rdculturecreative.com
Official Website: www.izzychurch.com

About "Suffer Club"
Three Little Girls + One Angry Lion = Suffering. "Suffer Club" follows the adventures of three girls who work at a theme park, as they battle the forces of evil bent on destroying their bond... and eventually the planet Earth. This is an animation for a mature audience of which Izzy is the creator and a lead voice actress.

Official website: www.sufferclub.com

About Universal Rebel
Universal Rebel (UR) is an ORGANIC HIPHOP COLLECTIVE based out of North Jersey. UR is what you get when you take Bob Marley's brand of REBEL MUSIC, mixed with the conscious lyricism of COMMON, with the musical experimentation of PHISH; a style UR has titled "HipHop Dub/Luv". The band's frontman, ADEO, formerly of the group RAINation, was the featured opening act for such legends as Kanye West, The Black Eye Peas, The Roots, Wyclef Jean, Talib Kweli, Common, Robert Randolph, Jimmy Cliff, Julian Marley, and an array of other artists.

Official website: www.universalrebel.org

About Sky White Tiger
Blurring lines between fantasy and reality, Louis Schwadron (former Polyphonic Spree) took matters into his own paws, birthing psych-pop alter ego SKY WHITE TIGER. After a decade of writing, recording, performing as multi-instrumentalist with Radiohead, David Bowie, Elton John, Sufjan Stevens, Grizzly Bear, The National, St. Vincent, and a batch of supporting US tour dates with Rufus Wainwright, Schwadron has completed a Debut LP Electra and an upcoming EP Child of Fire for touring in 2014 and beyond. With a blend of acoustic, electronic and a touch of the cinematic, Sky White Tiger can expand from solo to a 5 piece band, performing on stages, art galleries, planetarium domes - fusing sound, light, and fantasy - transforming any space into the Tiger Realm of the endless imagination.

Official website: www.skyytiger.com
Official Website: www.skywhitetiger.com

**About Ronald McDonald House New York**
Ronald McDonald House New York provides a temporary "home-away-from-home" for pediatric cancer patients and their families. The largest facility of its type worldwide, the House fosters a supportive and caring environment for children and parents alike.

Official website: www.rmh-newyork.org
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